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Students of a
Washington DC School
Performed for Poland’s
first lady
An article by Agnieszka Bielawska on
the Polska Radio website reports... The
children performed a play „Polish DreamAn Imaginary Trip to Poland‟ for
Poland‟s first lady and spouses of various
countries‟ ambassadors to Poland. 16
students of the Anne Beers school for
over a year took part in a project
organised by the Polish Embassy in
Washington. During special classes they
have been learning about Polish culture,
tradition history and geography.
The first presentation of the play was
held in the Polish Embassy in
Washington, and was seen by Poland‟s
first lady Maria Kaczyńska who was
delighted with the performance: „I saw
these children and their performance at
the Polish Embassy in Washington. It was
fantastic. I decided it has to be shown in
Poland since it is the best promotion for
Poland - they performed all the Polish
dances Polonaise, Krakowiak and carols,
which maybe are not fit for summertime
but are part of Polish tradition, and these
children were presenting Polish traditions.
I think that more such initiatives bringing
states closer though culture the better .'
The programme implemented by the
Polish Embassy in Washington is part of a
giant scheme realised for some 30 years
now, „Embassy Adoption Programme‟
which provides students and teachers to
increase their knowledge of culture,
traditions and geography of other nations.
The programme was initiated by Hanna
Reiter, wife of former Polish Ambassador
to Washington Janusz Reiter. The children
took part in workshops theatrical and arts
during which they learned how to dance
Polish dances, cook Polish food, sing
Polish songs or paint on glass and prepare
paper cutouts.
Hanna Reiter underlines that the
children taking part in the project have no
Polish roots and had no contact with
Poland: „These are American children, the
majority of them are African Americans.
70% of Washington is African American.
It was a great opportunity for these kids
and for the teachers to learn something
about Europe through learning about
Poland.‟
The 16 students visited also the US
Embassy in Warsaw met with diplomats
to learn about cultural differences
between Poland and the US, diplomatic
relations, and the contributions of Polish
Americans to US culture, history and
sports. The children will be in Poland for
two weeks during which they will see also
Toruń, Mazury lake district, Krakow,
Wieliczka salt Mine and mountain resorts
of Karpacz and Świdnica.
The US students are delighted with their
first ever encounter with Poland and
thanks to the workshops organised by the
Polish embassy they not only dance Polish
dances but sing carols and speak a few
words of Polish: „We remember cześć,
dzień dobry, witamy, dziękuje, dobrze,
jak masz na imie.‟
The presentation of Polish dances and
carols was greeted with applause by all
the guests gathered at the Belveder
Palace. The project was praised by the
wives of the ambassadors and many had
been invited by Hanna Reiter to introduce
the programme. On their sightseeing trip
around Poland the students of Anne Beers
public school ,will be accompanied by
students from a children‟s group from
Świdnica. ❒
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Polish Surname Corner
Your Polish last name
means something!
Most Polish last names mean
something. If it is Pawlak, someone once
nicknamed some distant ancestor of yours
“Paul‟s kid” (English equivalent Paulson)
and it stuck! Brzeziński was the guy from
Brzeziny (Birchville), Piekarz was the
village baker and Piekarczyk was what
people called his helper or son, Zając was
nervous and flighty as a hare, Głowacki
had a exceptionally large head and
Nawrocki had converted to Catholicism.
Biegała was always seen running off
somewhere, but rarely walking, Stolarski
made a living as a carpenter and Nowak
was what they called the new guy in the
village.
Nowak happens to be Poland‟s most
popular last name, shared by more than
200,000 Poles. Since it is widely held that
about one-fourth of all Polish make their
homes beyond Poland‟s borders, there
may be another 50,000 or so living in
North America and around the globe.
Probably most everybody has run into at
least one Nowak over the years or at least
seen the name on store fronts, billboards
and campaign posters as well as in news
stories, obits and even movie credits
flashed on the screen. Novak is the Czech

and Slovak spelling, but some Poles have
been known to also spell it that way so as
not to go through life in America being
called “no whack”!
What had started out as a nickname
became the normal way of identifying a
given individual and eventually evolved
into an ordinary surname. It got passed
down from one generation to the next and
finally was brought over to America by
immigrant ancestors.
A custom-researched analysis of your
last name or that of other relatives will
provide you with its meaning and
derivation, how many people share it,
where they live and whether a coat of
arms goes with it. (Illustrations of the
coats of arms are included.) That can be
the first step to tracing your Old World
roots. If interested, please airmail a $15
check (adding $7 for each additional
surname you want researched such as
your mother's maiden name or
grandparents‟ surnames) to:
Robert Strybel
ul. Kaniowska 24
01-529 Warsaw, Poland ❒
__________
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